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Structures

By Eric Herman
Editor

Generation G

Eric Herman — 714.449-1996

Associate Editor
Melissa Anderson Burress— 818.715-9776

Since the beginning, we at WaterShapes have made no bones about the philosophical connection between our magazine and Genesis 3, the design group for watershaping professionals seeking to elevate their craft. Genesis 3 came on the scene
shortly before the magazine did, and it always seemed to us that its founders were
working to achieve with their schools exactly what we’re trying to accomplish in print.
This common purpose has made sense to them as well, and all three are generous contributors to the magazine – indeed, Brian Van Bower and David Tisherman
are both WaterShapes columnists, and Skip Phillips has written articles for us. It
also bears mentioning that David, Skip and Brian are long-time friends of mine and
WaterShapes publisher Jim McCloskey.
No matter how simpatico the people behind Genesis 3 and WaterShapes may
be, it’s still surprising to me when I’m reminded of just how dynamic and important the “Genesis Movement” really is. Just this past April, I attended Genesis 3’s
Level II School in Islamorada, Fla. Typical of all their schools, this was a unique confab for creativity that stretched over many days in a beautiful (and isolated) setting.
In this case, 15 students from the pool and landscape design and construction
trades traveled (mostly) a long way to learn from a roster of truly wonderful and
prestigious instructors assembled by Brian, David and Skip. This was my third
Genesis 3 program, and each time I’ve come away with the feeling that I’m witnessing nothing less than the emergence of a new art form – and the revolutionizing of a trade.
By giving attendees instruction on a broad range of design-oriented topics and
setting the events in beautiful locations featuring great food,wine and entertainment,
Genesis 3 not only provides important philosophical and technical information, it
also conveys the benefits of living “the good life” that can result from success.
It’s a powerful message, and one that often leaves those who attend these events
feeling transformed. “For the watershaper whose passion is pursuing excellence and
working at the cutting edge,there’s no better collective body of knowledge anywhere,”
said Steve Swanson, a watershaper from Northern California. “Having the opportunity to discuss this knowledge with like-minded individuals is priceless.”
“What this event has demonstrated to me is that you’ll never know how high you
can go until you think in terms of reaching for your own true potential,”said Texas
landscape designer Sterling Dees. “It’s a whole new ballgame for me: I feel like everything has changed.”
For me, seeing the lights go on in students’ eyes further cemented the notion that
exploration of the spectrums of watershaping possibilities can profoundly benefit
anyone interested in taking the journey. For the vast majority of you who haven’t
yet attended a Genesis 3 school, you can at least begin your travels into the wide
reaches of the craft simply by reading WaterShapes.
Regrettably, however, the magazine doesn’t come with food or wine . . .
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David Tisherman
Rick Anderson

Aqua Culture

By Brian Van Bower

Believe me, once you’ve made the decision to
begin selling your services as a watershape
designer, it pays to be both careful and
methodical in how you set up the contracts
that cover the design task.
set up the contracts that cover the design task. A
clearly written agreement – one that defines what
is to be included in the design work and, as important, what is not – is a true cornerstone in a
larger foundation of positive customer relations.

Key Issues

The Dotted Line
started my May 2001 column by expressing the belief that watershape designers should be paid for their designs in the same way interior designers
and landscape designers are paid for theirs – and by indicating that lots of
watershapers I’ve met are interested in knowing more about the mechanics of how this works.
I put off addressing those issues last time because I saw a need to establish
criteria for offering such services in the first place. In other words, there’s much
more to being a watershape designer than simply declaring yourself to be one,
and I set up two dozen questions intended to clarify what I meant.
Once you’ve answered those questions predominantly in the affirmative,
once you’ve determined, through training and experience and confidence in
your abilities that you really should be paid for what you know, then and only
then is it time to move on and take a look at how you’ll be paid.
And believe me, once you’ve made the decision to begin selling your services
as a watershape designer, it pays to be both careful and methodical in how you

I

10

The first step in fitting the terms of a proposed
contract to a potential design client involves answering yet another set of questions having to
do with the specific project at hand.
In many respects, this is the usual sort of information you should be gathering from the
client in the natural course of doing your detective work. All you’re doing is turning your focus
a bit and establishing design fees rather than construction estimates.
K How complex is the design? Jobs get complicated in lots of ways, but design complexity
most often has to do with the number of water
elements or systems you’re proposing and the
scope of the project. If you have a job with a simple pool/spa combination, there’s often (but not
always) less design work than would be true for
a project that encompasses, for instance, a pair of
reflecting pools,a natural pond,an underground
grotto and a perimeter-overflow pool system.
There are also site-related issues that can complicate a design. If you’re building on an extreme
slope,for example,or on a waterfront or in a high
water table or with extreme soil conditions –
those sorts of considerations clearly add hours
and degrees of difficulty to the overall design
challenge and need to be considered up front.
K What level of detail are you providing?
Typically, as a job moves up into the range of
high-end custom watershaping, you’ll be called
on to approach the design with a greater level
Continued on page 12
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Natural Companions

By Stephanie rose

The shade is actually quite versatile in terms of attainable
styles. You can plant almost any style of garden in the
shade – English cottage, Japanese, contemporary,
Mediterranean or something else.

In Praise of Shade

S

ummer is arriving, and those 90-degree-plus days are
coming with it. Your clients are thrilled to have their watershapes to cool off in, but they can’t spend all their time
in the water!
I’ve discussed shade trees and structures before, and it’s an important feature to discuss with any clients whose yard you are designing. But there’s more to shade than what you do overhead,and
you need to discuss what you’ll be planting in those shaded areas.
There are two problems here. For the most part, people don’t
know what to plant in the shade – nor do they know how to take
care of it once it’s in the ground. As a result, well-shaded areas
will often go unplanted and even become eyesores in many gardens. That’s a shame, because planting in the shade is actually
quite simple once you know a few basic rules.

Consider This
I love shade gardens and see no reason to avoid designing, planting and setting them up in such a way that my clients can maintain them with relative ease. Consider these ten points:
• You can have just as much color in a shady garden as you can in
a sunny garden. As the list I’ve provided in the sidebar on page 19
16

shows, there’s quite a broad palette of available colors.
• Varying the color of the foliage can add to the interest
you create just as much as adding in flowers of various colors. Setting dark greens next to light or chartreuse greens,
for example, or adding in plants with variegated foliage adds
a great deal of visual interest to the composition.
• White is your greatest asset if a client wants to brighten up a shady spot. In fact, using plants with white flowers
or variegated foliage can create the illusion that they’re growing in a sunny spot.
• The shade is actually quite versatile in terms of attainable
styles. You can plant almost any style of garden in the shade
– English cottage, Japanese, contemporary, Mediterranean
or something else.
• Evaporation occurs much more slowly in shady areas,so
the soil generally stays wet longer and requires less irrigation.
As a result,you always should try to set shady areas up as separate irrigation zones from sunny areas to avoid drowning the
plants. (For more information, see the sidebar below.)
• In time, neglected, long-unplanted shady areas become
great wastelands filled with soil so hard you’ll have trouble getting a shovel to make any kind of dent. Watering the area to
make the soil more workable – then rototilling and adding
Continued on page 18

Irrigation Basics
You need to watch out for the different watering needs
of plants in shaded areas and in adjacent sunny areas.
Evaporation isn’t as rapid in shady spots, so the soil
tends to stay wet longer and requires less irrigation. If
you don’t balance the needs of different areas, you run
the risk of drowning plants in the shady areas or leaving
those in the sunny areas high and dry.
In cases where I can’t put shady and sunny areas
on separate irrigation systems, I use low-spray or lowflow heads. As the names imply, they release less water, giving it time to soak in before puddling occurs.

– S.R.
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My Favorite Shade Plants
The list of plants available for planting in shaded areas is extensive, but I have some particular favorites I’d like to suggest
to you. As always, please bear in mind that success with any
of the plants listed here will depend on your climate zone; consult your garden books or local nursery for details.
 Trees:
• Acers, including maples and box elders: I love using Japanese
maples in gardens, especially the burgundy-leaf varieties. There
are also some unusual Japanese maples with red bark that stands
out in winter. My favorite, however, is the variegated box elder
(Acer negundo ‘Variegatum’), which, when placed under larger trees, really brightens up the shade and offers an unusual display when it produces its weeping seed pods.
• Palms and Tree Ferns:: Many of these do quite well in the shade.
 Shrubs:
• Abutilon:: A large shrub that blooms with Chinese lanternlike flowers in many colors.
• Brunfelsia:: Also known as Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
because their flowers are purple the first day, lavender the second day and white the third day. At any given time, you will
have all three colors on the plant at once.
• Camellia:: The great shade-garden standard, they offer easy
care and reliable flowering in a wide range of colors.
• Fuchsia:: Their striking tropical flowers tend to be quite fussy
but are a conversation piece in any shade garden.
• Hydrangea:: The queen of the shade and a quick, prolific
bloomer, they remind many people of the floral bathing caps
from the ’60s. I particularly like Oakleaf Hydrangeas, whose flowers are shaped like cornucopias.
• Osmanthus:: My favorite hedge plant because of the powerful apricot scent given off by their inconspicuous flowers.
Anyone who enters a garden with this plant in it will end up
searching for the source.
• Rhododendron and Azalea:: Both offer a wide range of
plant shapes and flower colors. Check with your local nursery to
determine which varieties are most reliable in your area.
 Perennials:
• Acanthus mollis:: An extremely hardy selection in many
zones, it has large, dark-green leaves and produces shoots of digitalis-like flowers in a taupe/white combination.
• Alchemilla mollis, or “Lady’s Mantle”: A low-lying plant that
brightens up the shade with its lime-green/yellow flowers.
• Anemone:: With flower stalks that tower above mounds of
soft, medium-green leaves, they are simple but striking.
• Aspidistra elatior:: Appropriately known as the “Cast Iron Plant,”
it’s a hardy choice that will survive in the deepest, darkest shade.
• Clivia:: With its distinctively dark, strappy leaves, it’s an attention-grabber with orange flowers that bloom in winter or
spring (depending upon your zone). It also comes with yellow
flowers if you just can’t stand orange.
• Digitalis, also known as Foxglove. Yes, this is familiar to some
as a heart drug, but it also sends up the most beautiful spikes
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of flowers imaginable. This plant is a must for any shade garden.
• Ferns:: Always a shade standard, they come in a huge number of varieties and forms.
• Helleborus:: One of my all-time favorites. It has white, pale green
or mauve flowers – definitely a conversation piece in the shade.
• Hostas:: Annuals in warmer climates and perennials in colder ones – another very reliable and striking plant that will perform
well year after year.
 Annuals:
• Impatiens:: I hesitate to recommend this unbelievable common annual, but it can add color to an otherwise colorless shady
area. I prefer to plant the New Guinea variety, which is a much
more interesting plant with darker leaves and more substantial
colors than the typical specimens you’ll find at your nursery.
• Begonias:: Many are perennial, and they come in beautiful
varieties that have rosette-shaped flowers in a wide range of colors. Check with your local garden center to see which ones they
can get – the more unusual the better!
 Ground Covers:
• Campanula:: A large family of plants of which I particularly
like the “muralis” variety because the flowers have a great blue/purple color and disappear quickly when faded. (Some of the more
common varieties, such as “poscharskyana,” tend to look weedy
when the flowers fade.)
• Lamium maculatum:: One of the most beautiful ground
covers with one of the worst common names: “Dead Nettle.”
I particularly like “Beacon Silver.” It has pink flowers above variegated leaves, and it’s great paired with Campanula as a colorful
base for shade-garden designs.
• Pachysandra:: Although little used in my area, it’s a staple of
east-coast gardens and provides good, solid coverage.
• Soleirolia soleirolii:: Otherwise known as Baby Tears, it’s the
most reliable of shade-tolerant ground covers, particularly where
there is plenty of moisture. I wouldn’t recommend it, however,
in a desert garden or in drier climates.
 Vines:
• Hedera:: Commonly known as ivy, it isn’t one of my favorites,
but it’s a dominant species and grows well in areas that just won’t
take any other plants. Try the needlepoint varieties, or a variegated one to brighten up the shade.
• Parthenocissus tricuspidata:: Better known as Boston Ivy, it’s
great for covering any wall. Its crimson color in the fall makes it
stand out in any design.
• Trachelospermum jasminoides:: It may sound like a disease
but is more commonly known as Star Jasmine. Although it’s not
a true jasmine, it’s extremely reliable and hardy and is known for
its sweet spring-time fragrance.
 Tropical Plants:
As an overall category of plants, those typically labeled “tropical” tend to do well in the shade. Check out their location at the
nursery, or consult a garden guide for your zone to determine
each plant’s preferences.

– S.R.
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Tisherman: Detail 8

By David Tisherman

By David Tisherman

There is, of course, as much art and
skill to designing and installing the
right shade structure as there is to
setting up all of the other features
of a great backyard.
the pool’s structure – so much so that one
of the posts is encased in the pool shell.
From this vantage point, the homeowners and their guests will escape the sun
while enjoying a perfect perspective on
the pool and the project’s other details.

From the Ground Up

Making the Shade

I

truly enjoy including shade structures in my designs. Whether I’m working
with an overhang, an arbor, a loggia, a pergola or some other structure (and,
yes, they are all different), I see them as ways to create visual extensions of a
house – and wonderful places to enjoy being next to the water.
There is, of course, as much art and skill to designing and installing the right
shade structure as there is to setting up all of the other features of a great backyard.
Done well, a structure that projects out from a house will pull your eye from inside to outside while it provides relief from the sun. Similarly, free-standing shade
structures offer refuge from the heat of the day while serving to balance other
features in the composition.
If the structure is set up in the wrong place or has the wrong details or uses the
wrong materials, it will be an eyesore no matter what it costs. Remember: It’s
the whole environment that’s important, not any specific detail.
To show what I mean, let’s take a look at a hillside project in which a large shade
structure was designed right along with the pool and is indeed integrated into

The available deck area is relatively limited because of the configuration of the lot
and the home,but we maximized its functionality by setting up a large seating space
with ready access to the barbecue area
sunken into the right side of the pool as well
as to the thermal ledge that provides easy
access to one of the pool’s two shallow ends.
Our biggest challenge in executing the
design had to do with the site’s geology. As
is true of lots in most of the development,
this one was set on cut/fill grading certified
to 90% compaction. That sounds fairly
stable, but what the certification doesn’t
tell you is how substandard the material is
that was used to set up these hillside pads.
I’ve done a lot of work in the area, and
you don’t need to look very hard to spot
cracking of walls and driveways attributable to movement and shifting. In fact,
several slope failures have occurred in the
immediate vicinity. Working on lots of
this sort is a specialty of mine, and I knew
that the pool and the overhang would
both need to be well engineered and structurally sound from the foundation up.
In approaching this sort of challenge,
one trap to avoid is thinking that because
an overhang doesn’t weigh as much as a
Continued on page 22
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hang had been an afterthought: The fact
that we knew what we wanted and where
we wanted it to go made it all possible.

Rock Solid
The post set in the pool is attached to
the foundation according to a detail designed by the structural engineer and is
incorporated into the thermal ledge, a
shallow area that enables bathers to
lounge comfortably in a few inches of water (more on this detail in an upcoming
issue). The ledge is supported by solid
gunite (not rebound!) that encases the
bottom of the metal post in roughly four
and a half feet of solid concrete.
Visually, this one post seems to sit on
top of the thermal edge, but it actually extends to the pool’s foundation. As for the
other posts, they are tied to a system of
grade beams that extends past the walls
of the pool from beneath the thermal
ledge, and each post is tied in two directions to prevent any twisting. Everything

The overhang and pool shell are tied together through a continuous system of
grade beams (seen here between the posts). Each post is tied through the grade
beams in two directions to prevent any twisting.

is anchored at the same depth in the same
type of soil.
On the surface, we had to watch elevations carefully because of planter locations, the sill of the house, the thickness
of the stone and, most important, the
drainage system.

The key to the construction process for
the overhang was placing the bolts and
the posts’ setting pads in just the right
spots. To do so, we took a piece of plywood and made holes in it corresponding to the location of the bolts. We used
this as a jig to establish exact locations:
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Detail 8
The wood held the bolts in place as we
poured the concrete.
Once the jig was pulled off, we set the
plates and posts and tightened everything
in place. This all sounds pretty simple,but
it’s easier said than done. The point is that
nothing will work the way you want unless you work with a system that lets you
place the posts in exactly the right spots.
That done, we needed to dress up the
metal posts and create vertical transitions
from the thermal ledge and the decking
up to the overhang itself. We started by
wrapping each post in wood for the top
ten feet or so and then set up ledger stones
at each of the bases to continue with the
look of the rest of the pool and deck.
Each post treatment is a bit different:
For the one on the thermal ledge, for example, we had to consider the fact that it
stands in water. So we cut a conical countersink when the pool was gunited,
wrapped the post in a waterproofing membrane and sealed everything with an emulsified waterproofing agent. On top of that,

we waterproofed the gunite surface of the
thermal ledge with a waterproofing material before covering it with stone.
For the other posts, we built out with
the same ledger-stone detail to create stone
pilasters. We also set small brackets on all
six pilasters and topped each with stone
lintels as candle-stands – a neat touch that
adds a lot to the romance of the setting.
The two posts up against the house are integrated with a planter separated from the
house by a one-inch gap. When the plants
grow up and around the pilasters, the visual integration will be complete and the
shade structure truly will appear to be an
extension of the home.
Another post is located at the top of the
steps leading down into the barbecue area.
There’s a boulder set against it, and we accommodated it with another neat ledger
detail. In this case, the boulder was set
first, and the post and pilaster were built
around it to give the illusion that the boulder had been there long before we came
along to build the deck and the pool.

naturally

INSPIRED
National Pool Tile Group’s earth tones and natural
texture tiles are just the beginning. We have
THE LARGEST selection of pool/spa tiles available
anywhere, so your clients’ dreams are no longer
your nightmare. With hundreds of tiles – from
subtle textures to glossy patterns to modular
matching color tile systems – NPTG has what
you’re looking for.

Call toll-free 1-888-411-TILE and we’ll immediately
send you brochures/samples.

POOL AND SPA TILE IMPORTERS/DISTRIBUTORS

www.nptgonline.com

We carried a stone detail up the posts
by placing stone lintels — the same
materials as the decking — on small
brackets. They will serve the homeowners as mood-setting candlestands.

Overhead Construction
The driving idea here was to make the
overhang seem like a visual corridor that
leads you from the home into the pool
environment. For that reason, we paid
a lot of attention to the wood we placed
overhead – not just structurally but also
visually and aesthetically.
We used 8-by-10-inch and 6-by-8-inch
beams along with 2-by-2-inch cross
members that were sealed and finished
to match the color of existing details on
the house. The process involved sealing,
sanding,finishing,sanding again and then
refinishing to give the wood a weathered
look that fit in with the house. The overall structure is 15 by 31 feet and 12 feet
high from the deck to the bottom of the
cross beams.
Here again, details were important: We
deliberately left the buttons holding the
large beams exposed; we chose the wood
and its rough texture with care; we chose
the finishes with the entire context of the
home in mind; we even paid attention to
how the ends of the beams were either
band-sawed or chamfered to fit in with
specific details on the house.
The overhang is set up for speakers to
be placed in the rafters and for low-voltage lighting. Frankly, I don’t think it’s important to light this particular space electrically: The romance and sensuality of
the entire space will be best suited by the
aesthetically pleasing softness of candle-

Circle 29 on Postage Free Card
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Sculpted
for

By Richard Winget

Fun
26

It’s easy for watershapers to get wrapped up
in the beauty and creativity involved in design
and construction of their projects – and he’s no
exception, says the fabricated-rock specialist
Richard Winget. But that doesn’t mean swimming pools can’t be fun. That in mind, he takes
us on a survey of user-friendly rock features
that make his pools work for the young (and
young at heart) while getting high marks for their
remarkably ‘natural’ looks.

I

t’s something we in the business overlook all too often:
Swimming pools, kids and summertime go together.
That’s why pools have been so enduringly popular, even
at a time when watershapers seem to be focusing more than
ever before on principles of design and how their work can be artfully integrated into the landscape.
I came to the pool business from an extensive background in
building man-made rocks for theme parks, which has colored my
perspective on the way my pools are used. I’ve also been swimming in backyard pools since I was a kid, and I’ve built all sorts of
rockwork designs for all sorts of people. And in one way or another, my own associations with fun in the sun have influenced
almost every project I’ve ever done.
My clients are mostly what you’d describe as middle- and uppermiddle-class folks who are looking for something special. In all cases, my work involves highly sculptured and carefully finished artificial rock in naturalistic designs,and I strive to create formations that
are believable – and also suitable for climbing, diving, lounging
and the raucous play of children of all ages.

Happy Accidents
In almost every job, I re-create rock formations I’ve seen in nature. If you look at the world in the right way, nature abounds in
fun features, alignments, nooks and crannies that can easily be
adapted to backyard watershapes.
When rock climbers scale sheer walls, for example, they look for
(and generally find) crevices,cracks,outcroppings and shelves that
provide hand- and footholds. When the cliff divers of Acapulco take
their death-defying plunges, they’re using natural-rock platforms
that in many cases cantilever out over the water. And how many
rock formations have played host to sunbathers and hikers out to
catch some rays?
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I’ve been on jobs where we’ll have an entire section carved out and ready to go – and
then it rains for ten minutes while the plaster is still pliable. This provided a new and
completely different sort of texturing that in some cases actually improved the effects
I’ve been trying to achieve.

I consider the forms I pick up on my
hikes and walks to be happy accidents:
The effects I spot truly are “natural”– and
also happen to be just the right shape and
in just the right place for a specific purpose. Here are some examples of these
happy accidents at work:
 Diving rocks are by far the most
readily “available” of natural shapes and
have made diving boards a thing of the
past as far as my pools are concerned. For
the most part,people I know aren’t all that
concerned about the possibility of a
springboard effect so much as they are
looking for an elevated place on which to
stand before jumping into the water.
For many projects, I’ve designed large,
flat rock areas on different levels or plateaus.
This variable-height approach provides
good access to a diving rock slightly cantilevered over water deep enough for safe
diving and to other rock structures around
the perimeter of the pool that offer inter-

esting places to sit. Many of these flat spaces
are linked as well to entry and exit features,
such as small slides or little wallows where
bathers can lounge in shallow water in
what amounts to a rookery for people.
 Creative access in and out of the pool
is another area filled with potential. In some
cases, we’ll create small handholds in the
form of crevices or small indentations in
the rocks. (This is particularly useful in
deeper water, so kids can hold on comfortably to the side of the pool or climb out.)
There are also different step configurations that set up large, submerged shelves
that enable small children to wade into the
pool – or adults to relax partially submerged in the water. You see these “wallows”in nature all the time,created by large
animals moving in and out of a body of
water. I use them to create interesting ways
to slide in or climb out of the pool.
 Seating configurations represent
yet another area where you can be ex-

Model Behavior
I build scale models in clay for many of the projects I tackle. It’s a great sales tool, but much
more than that, they work as three-dimensional guides for my excavator, steel crew and gunite
applicators.
I started using models when I found that flat drawings weren’t enough to enable my clients
to visualize the installation and size up the physical relationships among the shapes. Models let
us discuss details great and small in very real terms and also help me pull suggestions out of
them about the placement of certain elements where their choices are especially important.
I usually build the models to scale and by hand. For the most part, I don’t worry about color or texture: This is about getting the physical dimensions correct. And I don’t kid myself:
Building models is great fun, and they help me by letting me try things out in 3-D and better
understand the designs I’m creating.
Model building does take practice, but if you’re already in the business of creating threedimensional shapes at full scale, how much harder can it be to work on a small scale, too?

– R.W.
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tremely creative. I set up all sorts of seating around a pool’s edges or a fire pit or
adjacent to planted areas. Or I’ll set up
flat areas in my waterfall structures that
serve a dual purpose by providing easy
climbing access or places to sit. And in
some cases, they offer an easy platform
for jumping into the water.
One of the really popular features you
see in all sorts of pools these days are
benches placed behind waterfalls. I usually add to the arrangement by creating
places to sit right in the flow of water: This
is something that kids really love, even if
it’s just sitting in the flow of a small cascade into a stream or pond in the structure of the waterfall itself.
 Privacy zones are increasingly
popular as a way to conceal certain views
or provide more intimate settings.
Many of my clients go the whole route
and order up large grottos with seating on the inside, but I also use outcroppings and walls to cut off views of
things such as equipment pads, neighboring yards or portions of my clients’
yards that are considered separate from
the pool area. Rockwork can also be
used as an acoustic buffer to mask noisy
pool equipment.
 Small details are where I have some
of my favorite designing fun. I’ll work in
hollowed-out pockets that can be used to
stash ice and drinks, or small flat areas on
which to securely set plastic cups. I’ll also
shape a wide array of small crevices and
spaces to accommodate plantings as well,
or set up rock outcroppings to hide
sources of lighting or even some stereo
speakers.
 Slides are another family favorite,
but I have to admit they pose the greatest
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The peaceful, well-composed, entirely naturalistic pool
seen on pages 26-27 changes in impression (but not in appearance)
once children are introduced to the scene. Now the varying levels of
man-made rockwork (A), the multiple paths of access (B), the handholds (C) and details such as the integrated ice bucket for cold sodas (D) all come fully into play – literally.
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challenges of all when it comes to keeping things natural.
Flumes are tough to conceal, and steps leading up to them
have a hard time looking anything other than man-made.
That’s not enough to deter me. I’ll texture and finish
these parts of the project to look as natural as possible – at
least so they don’t conflict with the other rock and plant
elements. Even though the results may not look 100% natural, kids love them so much that many of my clients are
willing to sacrifice a completely natural appearance in the
name of fantastic summer fun.

Getting It Right
Seating areas set up under waterfalls are particularly popular among my clients: Their kids love having the water splash over
their heads – and I’ve seen more than a few parents join in on the fun.

Slides offer a real challenge to naturalistic designs, basically because there isn’t much you can do to hide a flume. But they are very
popular, so when I build one, I pay special attention to making their
surrounding rockwork as dramatic as possible, creating a visual distraction that softens (even if it can’t overcome) the flume’s intrusion.
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After years of working with artificial rock, concept and
execution now go hand in hand for me: I know my capabilities and am seldom constrained any more in what I
can accomplish. But reaching a level of performance where
there’s not much beyond my reach didn’t come overnight
and is, in fact, the product of years of experimentation,
trial and error.
I use two basic approaches: I either build the rocks on
site once the pool shell is complete, or I’ll contour shapes
into the gunite itself. (Depending on the situation, I’ll
sometimes use both techniques on one project.)
About half of the time, I’ll place steel armatures in the
shell’s cage to be used as guides by the gunite crew. The
rest of the time – and usually on projects where the
weight of the gunite is a consideration – I’ll have the
crew shoot a broadened footer at the top of the bond
beam and separate rock elements from the pool structurally with mastic joints.
In either case, it all starts with the steel: The shapes I
create with steel armatures always dictate how the finished
product will look, and I’ve learned that the more detail
you put into shaping the steel, the more detail will be revealed later on. A key lesson I’ve learned is that the material on top of the steel takes up a lot of space. If, for example, I want to create a crevice in a rock face that’s only
a couple of inches wide, that same crevice in the armature
will be eight or ten inches wide.
As for the rocks themselves, I use mostly concrete rocks
created on site as well as pre-fabricated panels in certain situations. The material is plaster modified with a
variety of admixtures that affect workability. It’s not a
standard sand/cement/water mixture by any means and
is part of the process of experimentation and trial and error I just mentioned.
I use cement materials at two stages of the work: First
to create a structural substrate and second to add textures.
I use a variety of accelerators and retardants to control the
medium at both stages.
Some of the plaster recipes I use are very good for carving large shapes, for example. Other mixtures are designed
to create certain types of surface textures. I’ll also add fiberglass to the plaster or different aggregate types or different
setting agents – there’s a whole art and science involved here.
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I also use a large range of tools and techniques. There are
many types of brushes and trowels (some we make ourselves). Then there’s foil and plastic, water and even dirt
and plant material. All of these techniques require careful
examination of how concrete mixtures behave as they set
and are manipulated. I’ve come to recognize windows of
opportunity when it comes to texturing, for example, and
how those windows will change depending on temperature and humidity.

Elements of Surprise

Each project is a little bit different, and I’ve learned to be
ready for surprises, no matter how well I think I have the
whole process figured out.
Continued on page 33

Coloring Creatively
Natural rockwork comes in such a kaleidoscope of colors
that it’s necessary to use a wide range of techniques to capture
in artificial rock the appearance of things people have already
seen in nature. To that end, I use a wide range of concrete dyes,
topcoats and various application techniques.
Much the same as the sculpting and texturing pushes me to
experiment and always increase my range of techniques, so
does the finishing.
The thing about rocks in nature is that they tend to be very
complex. In real rocks that are really hammered by the sun, for
example, you’ll see a lot of colors that come from UV exposure
and oxidation of the rock materials – lots of reds, yellows, oranges and rusts. Other rocks with different mineral compositions and less exposure to the sun tend toward cooler colors
– grays and blues and greens. In some rocks you’ll see all of
these colors and more.
We’re patient in approximating these appearances. In some
cases, we can do it with one or two colors, but in many cases
we’ll end up using seven or eight colors in multiple coats that
give an appearance of real depth.
I start by painting everything off-white to give myself a blank
canvas and an ability to take off in any direction I want. If I then
add some gray, for example, I’m already heading in a specific direction. And I’ll use different hues of the same color and different
application techniques to expose and conceal background colors.
I may work from light to dark in order to create depth, or dark to
light depending on the type of rock I’m using for inspiration.
Experience plays a big role here. I keep detailed records
of all of the finish schedules I’ve ever used so I can re-create
exact looks for the same client or for another client who wants
the same thing. (I’m willing to engage in guesswork the first
time I do something, but I don’t want to miss the mark later
on!) The same goes for the sealers I use: I work mostly with
acrylics because experience has showed me they don’t alter
the appearance of the finish or yellow over time.

– R.W.
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Getting the steel just right to support the structures I design
takes a lot of imagination and on-site supervision: You can’t say, “Build
a multi-level rock mountain over there” and leave it at that. To speed
the process, I use scale models in clay to help my crews visualize what
we’re after – and then watch every step of the process to make certain
they have enough information to get the job done right.

In finishing artificial rock, we’re not talking about anything much
more complicated than making impressions on wet concrete. So why
not get creative and create Maya-inspired temple stones set up with
planting spaces to capture a wild, subtropical look?
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Here’s another project that offers a Japanese-inspired impression of serenity (A) and ample spaces for
special plantings (B) – a package certain to please adults.
But when children young or old arrive on the scene, raucous good times are had by all. The extended steps provide smaller children with ample opportunity to get used
to being in the water (C), the rocks provide hand-holds
for kids playing in the deep end (D), and a small, multilevel stream with waterfalls gives toddlers a chance to
cool off in the shallows (E).
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Seeking to take a giant step to the forefront of aquatic sports in the United States, the
city of Mesa, Ariz., has commissioned the design and construction of a monumental
indoor swim center to be built in observance of the strictest international competitive
standards. Here’s a look at what’s been involved in realizing the city’s ambition, as
seen from the perspective of the aquatic design and engineering firm that was asked
to join the design team.

Competition
Without Compromise
By William Rowley & Patricia Soto
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hen it’s completed sometime in mid2002, the Mesa Indoor Aquatic Center
will be among the premier U.S. facilities for competitive swimming, diving, water polo,
synchronized swimming and synchronized diving.
Once it’s up and running, MIAC will be the country’s largest indoor competitive swimming facility
owned and operated by a municipality; just as certainly, it will also act for years to come as host to
countless world-class aquatic competitions.
A project like this is a dream come true for a firm
like Rowley International of Palos Verdes, Calif.,
which is dedicated to designing and engineering
competition pools at the highest level. Who could
ask for more than clients who have proved over and
over again their willingness to do what it takes to
achieve their lofty goals?
More important, we were brought in right at the
outset and so have been fully able to approach the
project from the technical/engineering standpoint
as well as from the end user’s programming perspective. From Day One, we’ve worked hand in hand
with the city and the project’s architect to establish a
design that meets the needs of the fullest possible
range of competitive aquatics programs.
Best of all, the citizens of Mesa, Ariz. – including
everyone we’ve met with any involvement at all in
the project – have made it perfectly clear that they
were after a facility that did not compromise competition in any way. As we’ll relate in this article (the
first of three on this project), they wanted competition to be the priority, and “world class”was the highest objective in every detail.

W

PROJECT PERSPECTIVE
The basic concept of building two indoor competition pools under one roof may not sound all that unique
or trailblazing,but it is once you recognize that almost
every other existing facility in this country has imposed
limitations on that ideal in one way or another.
In almost all top-flight NCAA facilities, for example, you find pools that have been made to accommodate first of all the needs of their institutions; for
the most part,their designs have not been considered
or executed with international competition uppermost in mind.
In fact, when called on to host World Cup competitions or other international events, many U.S. facilities must apply for waivers from certain requirements
of FINA, the body governing international competitions. Yes,there are wonderful aquatic facilities in this
country, but none that we know of have sprung solely from the desire of any organization to build to the
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highest competitive standards.
Mesa has just that ambition and, as it
turns out,the wherewithal to make it happen. And there was nothing narrow in
the vision: We were called on to deliver
world-class designs for competition in
swimming and diving as well as water
polo, synchronized swimming and synchronized diving.
The upshot of our discussions and deliberations is a facility with two pools, side
by side.
One of the pools is 54 meters long by
25 meters wide with a uniform 3-meter
depth throughout. Our experience at
Rowley International in designing racing
pools (including the pools at the University
of Southern California that hosted swimmers during the XXIII Olympic Games
in Los Angeles in 1984) has taught us that
deep water is one key to a fast pool. This
pool also features two stainless steel bulkheads that will afford our clients maximum flexibility in aquatics programming.
This pool is set in the facility’s prime
viewing area and will accommodate international competitions in swimming,
water polo and synchronized swimming.
There is a second 52-meter by 25-meter
pool, known informally as the “variabledepth pool,” which is designed to accommodate international competitions in
swimming,water polo,synchronized swimming and diving. This vessel also offers the
availability of a large shallow area that will
accommodate a range of aquatics-education programs for the community.

chronized diving, are here along with two
1-meter springboards for training and
recreation. At its deepest, the variabledepth pool is 5.5 meters deep.
Both pools can be viewed from the spectator area,which will have permanent seating for 2,800 and enough deck seating and
removable seating to accommodate a total of 4,000 spectators. The seating can be
configured in a variety of ways to accommodate different types of competitions

and events in different locations throughout the 144,000-square-foot facility.
And because the owner is a municipality,MIAC isn’t linked to any particular athletic body and so becomes immediately
available to the full range of aquatic-sports
organizations, both in the United States
and on an international basis. That’s very
special and is part and parcel of the project. The mandate from the city was very
clear: There are to be no obstacles to con-

UNLIMITED SCOPE
The facility is truly an aquatic-sports
wonderland: two full-sized pools that
can accommodate five major aquatic
sports under one roof, two 50-meter
pools for swimming, two FINA-compliant 20-by-30-meter water polo pools.
For water polo and synchronized swimming, it is the first facility ever to offer
competitive space, side by side, where simultaneous matches can take place.
The diving array is just as impressive:
A state-of-the-art 10-meter tower will
feature intermediate training platforms
at 7.5, 5- and 1-meter heights. A competition 3-meter platform and three 3meter springboards, perfect for syn38
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ducting any sort of internationally sanctioned meet for any given aquatic sport.
At the same time, the facility is also at
the disposal of the citizens of Mesa. To
that end,the design was established to provide for flexibility of programming, from
a therapy pool to a large area in the variable-depth pool dedicated to accommodating learn-to-swim programs, aquatic
exercise classes and all the kinds of activities associated with municipal pools.

The project architect is BPLW of Mesa.
In September 1998, they contacted us to
make a presentation on the simple concept of two pools to accommodate international competitions. We made a personal presentation that not only established
our credentials, but also offered an
overview of how we would approach developing the design. Soon after that first
meeting,BPLW selected us as aquatic consultant – and made us part of the team.

The layout of the pools for the Mesa Indoor Aquatic Center is designed to maximize their utility in the conducting of championship events at the international
competitive level – an ambition that has driven every phase of the design
process from the outset. Although the layout seen here is subject to adjustment as the project moves toward the construction phase in the next few
months, the “No Compromises” motto will always be observed.
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A COMMUNITY EFFORT
The City of Mesa is no newcomer to
aquatics. It already has 12 other community pools widely considered to be
among the finest in the country. The
National Recreation & Parks Association
has recognized its aquatics programs, and
Mesa’s peers nationwide have cited the
city for its commitment to community
recreation in general and aquatic sports
in particular.
In other words, it’s no huge surprise
that this would be a city that would make
such a high level of a commitment to
aquatic sports.
From the start, the MIAC concept has
attracted a tremendous amount of attention in the global aquatics community and has tied us as designers into a
fantastic network of individuals and organizations all wanting input into the
creation of this grand facility. We took
our time up front and have processed all
the available information and feedback.
Once we moved beyond the generalities and the entire design team had been
assembled (including structural and electrical engineers as well as aquatics experts), we moved into what is known as
the programming phase, which lasted for
a total of 15 months.
During this time, we created an elaborate matrix to track specific sorts of aquatic programming as defined by the needs
of user groups. This covered dimensions,
depths, access, bulkhead distribution and
every conceivable variable that went into
creation of world-class facilities in each
of the targeted aquatic sports.
It’s not something one often considers, but there are distinctions between
the requirements and regulations for
competitive facilities when it comes to
activities as diverse as swimming, diving, water polo, synchronized swimming, synchronized diving and instructional, recreational and therapeutic
aquatics.
We took each set of specific needs and
dimensional requirements and went
through a detailed (almost microscopic)
analysis of the facility,creating specific programming layouts, bulkhead positions,
lane configurations, overall physical configurations, racing courses and competi-
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tion layouts for each proposed use in turn.
When you add in accommodations for
kayaking and canoeing as well as scuba
lessons, learn-to-swim programs, Red Cross
certifications and physical therapy, a picture
emerges of a delicate set of balances that had
to be dealt with in making the facility meet
the clients’ ambitions.

BOTTOM LINES
In a typical project’s programming
process, working with clients is all about
telling them what they can and cannot do
based on the facility being designed. When
budget is an issue, for example, many
clients will start compromising and remove
items, such as a bulkhead or two, or reduce
the size of a pool, or trim the number of
diving boards and platforms. In the usual process, we tell them next how those decisions influence the actual functionality
of the facility and how its usefulness will
be limited.
On this project, however, the programming we did was always inclusive, always driven by the needs of the sports.
In the case of diving programming, for example, we sent the preliminary package to
U.S. Diving and worked with executive director Todd Smith and technical director Ron
O’Brien (Greg Louganis’ coach), who reviewed it and came back to us with a variety
of specific recommendations. We also
worked with Jay Flood, who was commissioner of aquatic sports for the ’84 games and
has been involved in FINA ever since.
We took those comments and recommendations back to the city and started racking and stacking all the various programs and
the attendant facility requirements. From
there, we started putting a dollar value on the
whole package.
At this stage, when function and facilities
are being compared to dollars, you begin in
the usual project to shake out the priorities
and define the clients’ real wants and needs.
This process is so common that there’s even
a saying in this business: “You can have anything you want, but you can’t have everything
you want.”
In this case, however, the city took nothing out. They declared categorically that
they wanted to meet full international competitive standards for all applicable sports
and whatever other standards could be ap-

The Power of Collaboration
We at Rowley International (Palos Verdes, Calif.) have a wonderful working relationship
with BPLW of Mesa, Ariz., and its principal architects, Gene Valentine and Carl Jordan.
Their firm was retained for the Mesa Indoor Aquatic Center and brought us in on the
project right at the start.
At $24-million plus, this project isn’t exactly huge for a firm of their capability. But the
value of this sort of facility cannot be measured in dollars alone, and it is clear that they’ve
come to recognize and appreciate the significance of the project to the nation’s aquatics
community as well as to the city of Mesa, Ariz.
In fact, they now see as we do that this venue has the potential to reinvent the aquaticsports movement in the United States.
Answering the call, they’ve come up with a remarkable building – a strikingly modern
architectural form that includes beautiful geometry, shapes and forms throughout. The
facility doubtless will become a landmark in downtown Mesa – particularly when the huge,
painted murals depicting aquatic sports are applied to the sides of the building.

– W.R. & P.S.

DESTINED TO BE A LANDMARK: With huge murals on all
four faces of the building, the Mesa Indoor Aquatic Center will
become a prominent fixture on the Mesa scene for years to come.

Continued on page 42
40
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It’s a given that watershapers need to maintain close control
over design, engineering and construction, especially when
they’re working on complex projects and/or challenging sites.
That control, says landscape architect and pool builder Mark
Holden, can only begin with a clear understanding of the site
in topographical and geological terms – an understanding that
calls for familiarity with surveys and all the valuable
information they offer.
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Survey
Savvy

By Mark Holden

Whether

it’s done using only a tape measure and a pair
of experienced eyeballs or requires the help of satellites orbiting the
planet, every construction project is surveyed before the work begins. In fact, surveyors have been plying their trade for thousands
of years, and their services have been valued for one simple reason:
It’s really a good idea to measure the size and shape of the ground
before you try to build on it.
In today’s terms, surveying is usually defined as the process of
taking accurate measurements of the land on the X-,Y- and Z axes
(that is, in three dimensions) and then translating that data into a
usable (usually printed) format. There are several different surveying methods used to measure, process and communicate this
critical information, and choosing the right one is essential to getting any watershaping project off to a sound start.
So how do you determine the level of detail required and communicate your need to the surveyor so he or she can give you the
appropriate level of information? Let’s take a look at the different
types of surveys in common use and review what those options
mean in terms of creating a truly useful array of site-specific data
for any given piece of property.

A MANAGEMENT TOOL
As watershapers, we use surveys as a tool not only to initiate a design,but also to foresee possible difficulties in the construction process.
Up front, architects and designers will use survey information to
inspire and shape special designs,contours and physical relationships
among structures. A bit later on,project managers,builders and sub-
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contractors will pay close attention to
survey information to set up access,
avoid utilities, understand the limits
of cranes and other large equipment
and establish site storage and workflow patterns.
Long before the first shovel of dirt
is lifted from the ground, surveys set
the stage: They can reveal serious challenges and limitations of a site that relate to the watershape, its design and
the overall feasibility of the project;
they also carry with them serious implications for the dollars that will be
required to make anything happen.
In other words, only with a survey in hand can you provide upfront criteria to a client and/or the
project architect so that adjustments
in designs and budgets can be made
well in advance of any on-site crisis
or misunderstanding.
This need for information starts
with a basic site survey that indicates
site contours and boundaries in detail. Once this basic map has been
generated,it guides the soils engineers
and geologists and tells them where
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Common sense dictates that the more challenging the site and the
more ambitious the design, the greater will be your need for detailed
base information. That’s where knowing how to match the survey
method to your needs comes into play.
they need to dig investigation pits or bore
into the earth to find the depth of competent bedding material. If there are any
questions about anything related to the
site, beginning the design process without the information these surveys have to
offer would be risky at best.
After all, without these surveys, how
can you know for certain where to place
any necessary retaining walls, caissons
or footings? How can you know
whether the watershape requires an extensive substructure – or none at all?
How can you accurately determine how
strong the structure should be and how
much steel a shell needs to withstand
pressure from the soil that surrounds it?
Basic surveys key the answers to all of
these questions.
Bottom line: This is all critical information, and common sense dictates that
the more challenging the site and the
more ambitious the design, the greater
will be your need for detailed base information. That’s where knowing how
to match the survey method to your
needs comes into play.

WHAT FLAVOR?
Surveys come in many forms, ranging from simple hand-drawn sketches to
computer technologies that are sophisticated enough to guide missiles. The latter is obviously much more costly than
the former,so the trick for the watershaper
is not to go way beyond what is necessary
to get the job done. More important,
however, it’s critical to make certain you
go far enough.
Among the first questions a surveyor
will ask you is: What type of survey do
you need? To answer confidently and
competently,you have to know a bit about
the four basic survey types:
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 Hand Measurements: This type of
survey usually takes the form of a sketch
and can be done by a designer or contractor armed with a tape measure and a sight
or path level. Hand-measured surveys are
typically recorded in ink or pencil on vellum or paper, and the accuracy is usually
to the inch. For the most part, this survey
method is suitable only for smaller lots with
flat yards and projects with simple designs.
 Formal Surveys: Using an array of
complex instruments such as transits,these
surveys offer information on dimensions
and elevations to within 1/100th of a foot.
The finished layout can be either a handdrafted image or a computer-drafted file,
and reliability is greatly enhanced if a professional surveyor is involved.
 Fly-over Surveys: These surveys
use photographs shot from airplanes or
helicopters. On a simple level, these images allow for highly accurate information on X- and Y-axis data. More advanced surveys also allow for generating
Z-axis data through triangulation with
existing or known landmarks. A more
reliable (and more expensive) fly-over
variant is a radar-based aerial survey in
which readings are converted to drawings by a computer.
 Sophisticated Surveys: Through
computers, computer-driven data collection devices and synchronized satellite uplinks,it’s possible for a surveyor to provide
an extremely detailed layout of any parcel. The cost of all this technology is great
and the fees charged by these surveyors
can take your breath away, but when it
comes to detailed information for very
large or unusually complicated projects,
these sophisticated surveys can’t be beat.
The computer files generated by these
systems start with standard plan views of
a project, but you can also tilt the point
of perspective, which allows you to fly

through a site on a computer while looking at a 3-D model of its topography. The
multiple spot elevations shot during the
survey process are also translated into a
“wire-frame”form that can be rendered
into graphic contour lines that accurately denote elevation grade changes in units
of one, five, ten or sometimes more feet
– remarkable stuff in amazing detail.
Once you integrate this information
into most computer-assisted drawing
(CAD) programs, the survey data forms
an unalterable base upon which designs
are imposed – a most useful feature. And
if further surveys are conducted, base data
can be updated independently and then
transferred into the design file.

RETAINED SERVICES
A professional surveyor also will ask a
number of other questions about the job
at hand – details that will help him or her
plan the survey and estimate fees. In some
cases, your answers will suffice. In others, the surveyor may need to visit the site.
Here’s what he or she will need to
know:
 Parcel size: This is pretty straightforward and can be expressed in either
square feet for smaller lots or in acreage
for larger ones.
 Lines of sight: The surveyor needs
to know if the site can be shot from one
location, or if multiple set-ups will be required to cover all of the property.
 Degree of accuracy: How many
shots will be taken to adequately cover
your needs? Can five or ten shots of the
area be used to compute the topography,
or will it take hundreds?
 Base detail: How much graphic
work is required to generate the base documents? What information will be included in the report? What kind of comWATERsHAPES  JUNE 2001
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This pair of drawings shows in clearest possible terms why you need a full set of surveys –
topographical, soils and geological – before you
can even think seriously about design or construction on a dramatically sloped site.
The topographical survey (A) clearly shows the
positioning of the proposed pool on a severely sloping hillside. The soils and geological reports
showed us what was going on beneath the surface and led us to specify a substructure for the
pool with ten piles reaching down as far as 75
feet to competent bearing soil (B).
The dashed line seen just beneath the shell in
the structural plan is particularly important: It
indicates the contours of bedding planes beneath
the pool, as indicated in the soils report. Originally,
we had thought to have the deep end of the pool
oriented the other way. With all of the survey information in hand, we were able to turn the pool
180 degrees at the design stage and saved ourselves lots of trouble by working with the bedding
planes rather than against them.
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Defining Distinctions
As the scope and difficulty of any given
project increase, so should the sophistication of the survey methods you apply. At
one end of the spectrum, a simple yard will
probably be taken care of with a simple survey conducted by the designer or contractor. At the other end, sophisticated technology and professional services might be
an absolute necessity.
To help you know what’s appropriate for
which type of project, here’s a little matrix intended for residential applications
only (as opposed to commercial or publicworks projects, which are dealt with at a
much earlier and higher level). It springs
from the thought that, as a rule, survey requirements will be determined by the complexity of the design, the available budget,
grade-change extremes and how the survey will be used.

puter files will be needed?
 Degree of difficulty: Are there any
site factors that may affect the surveyor’s
ability to shoot the job easily? Is access a
problem? Are parts of the property overgrown or filled with debris? Is there any risk
of animal attack? Is the soil unstable,or are
there any known hazardous conditions?
From your end of the conversation, it’s
important to know the basis on which the
surveyor will be calculating charges. It’s
also important to know what rates apply
to additional services: Once on site,for example,you may find that you need to survey areas you hadn’t previously considered
to get a complete and accurate report. You
also need to determine a fee schedule for
possible downstream needs such as document reproduction and/or computer time.
Another factor to consider is the fees

that will be charged for surveys taken later – that is, as planning and design work
continues or once actual construction has
begun. After all, once the initial architectural plan has been developed, the design may need to be laid out with the
same degree of precision on the site itself.

IN THE FIELD
Before you break ground, the survey
information is transferred to the site itself in the process of physically laying out
the watershape.
The simplest form of layout involves
tape measures, stakes and string lines to
locate “objects”for construction. In some
cases, however, and especially when
greater control is required for more complicated projects, computer-driven equip-

– M.H.

Project Scope

Small Home (up to
1/4 acre with grade
changes of no more
than 3-4 feet)

Moderate-Size
Residence (1/4 to 1
acre with grade
changes not exceeding 10 feet)

Estate Home (1 to 3
acres with grade
changes not exceeding 50 feet)

Ranchette size
home (5 to 10 acres
with moderate
grade changes)

High-end estate (10
acres and up with
radical grade
changes)

Surveying Process

Tape measure dimensions and handlevel elevation shots
in inches

Tape measure dimensions and path level w/
Lenker Rod in decimal
foot elevation shots

Licensed Surveyor
shooting with computer-fed transit

Same as Estate
Home with computer-driven, motorized
transit and lens rod

Same as Ranchette
with satellite link to
the above computer
data

Minimum Survey
Information Needed
for Base Plot

Property lines, building footprint, existing
elements and simple
elevations

Same as Small
Home plus detailed
elevations

Same as ModerateSize Home plus
accurate topography
(contour lines) for use
in CAD Program

Same as
Estate Home

Same as Ranchette
plus GPS satellite
lock-in on computer
data

Finished Product
Format

Hand-drawn base
with simple grade
changes called out in
1-inch increments

Hand-drawn base
with elevations
calculated to the
1/100th foot

CAD file base and
sample plots to
1/100th foot or better

Budget for
Survey and Base

Up to $300

$300-$500

$750-$1200

$3,000-$15,000

$30,000 & Up

Layout Method

Tape measures,
stakes, string and
layout paint

Same as Small Home
plus elevations set to
the 1/100th foot

Computer-assisted
transit used for all
layout

Same as Estate
Home

Same as Ranchette

*Prices will vary due to numerous other variables. Budget amounts should be confirmed by a survey professional.
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ment is often used to transcribe the design data into real-world points
in space.
Some surveyors use tripod-mounted computer guns that take information downloaded from the CAD system,pre-designated with X,Y and
Z data. These instruments alert the surveyor when the lens-mounted rod
is in the correct spatial point on the site. The surveyor then marks this
location with a pin or a piece of lath. With this type of system,the survey
professionals can find any point during the construction process by simply re-accessing the numeric code for that particular location.
Such a system provides a mechanism for steady checking of base survey information to ensure that important construction dimensions have
been observed at their precise locations within the site. This is especially important when changes are made in the course of construction:
It makes it possible to determine whether any alterations have affected areas that were not to be changed.
In essence, surveys are a tool with which every watershaper should
be familiar. They offer up-front assurance that a design will work in the
context of a specific site. In the course of a project, they also give the
watershaper assurance that work is moving forward accurately and
within specifications. From the simple to the sophisticated, they have
a primary role in any successful watershape installation.

Knowing the Lingo

The existence of competent surveys simplify tasks such as excavation
by giving the excavator’s crew precise guidelines, but real performance
on site requires steady supervision of the dig and regular re-shooting
with surveying instruments to make certain all significant dimensional
details end up hitting their marks.
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Understanding the basic language of surveyors is useful in discussing your
information needs with these professionals. Here are some key terms:
 Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN): A code given to a piece of property and
recorded with the County Clerk’s office. This information is required for issuance
of most building permits.
 Benchmark: A beginning or starting point used to set data in a project.
 Contour Lines: A line within a survey that encompasses all common points
of an identical elevation.
 Elevation: The vertical distance relative to a given data point (usually sea
level) of a point or object.
 Global Positioning Systems (GPS): A navigational and surveying system based on observation of signals transmitted from satellites. Elapsed times
for these signals are measured from transmitter to receiver, enabling receiver
positions to be computed.
 Interpolation: The process of calculating potential contour lines by the use
of two or more perimeter points of elevation. This can be used to “guesstimate”
topography of an area that is hard to access by working with known top and bottom elevations.
 Lath: Thin wooden stakes that surveyors set on a point to communicate
a location, signify a boundary or demarcate monuments.
 Lenker Rod: A self-reading rod used by an instrument operator.
 Path or Site Level: A simple surveying device used to view a measuring
stick while maintaining a level field of view.
 Transit: A complex device used to measure distance and change in elevation by comparing markers within the instrument to objects in the field.
 Topography: The configuration or relief of the earth’s surface, including
both natural and cultural features. Natural features include hills, valleys and other irregularities; cultural features include the products of civilization, such as
roads, buildings and other structures.

– M.H.
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When we say someone is ‘stone faced,’
observes landscape designer Bobbie
Schwartz, we’re thinking of someone
who shows no emotion. But in truth,
she says, stone is a highly expressive
material that imparts a sense of antiquity
while giving impressions of permanence,
security and serenity. And when you
factor in its durability and flexibility,
it’s easy to see why stone has been
the material of choice for uncounted
generations of designers and builders.
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Stone
Impressions
By Bobbie Schwartz
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THE ANCIENT CELTS TRANSPORTED HUGE SLABS OF
stone over long distances to create religious circles
at Stonehenge and Avebury. The Romans used stone
to build their aqueducts. From the pyramids of
Egypt to the Acropolis in Athens, from the Great
Wall of China to the great castles of Europe, stone
has been the raw material of choice for our greatest and most enduring structures.
Through the ages,stone has been a well-used material because it is both durable and readily available.
It’s hard to find a town in Europe without walls constructed of local stone, and all you need to do is drive through New England to see stone walls everywhere,basically because farmers had to do something
with all the stone that they dug out of their fields.
Stone can also be used in the artful imitation of
nature. It has been used in Chinese and Japanese
gardens for centuries, for example, to replicate the
mountainous terrain of these countries. These gardens and their borrowed views also integrate stone
into the landscape as paths and altars and as ornaments such as stone lanterns.
Watershapers and landscape designers alike will find
a treasure trove of ideas and design touches in even a
quick survey of what has been done with stone through
the years. We can transmute those approaches, placing stone in our landscapes, in our garden structures
and in our watershapes. To that end, let’s take a tour
and drop in on some of the possibilities.

Bedrock Foundations
In landscaping,gardening and watershaping,stone
is very often used to help create the illusion that the
viewer is looking at the work of nature. And from the
beginning, designers and installers have understood
that stone in a natural setting must be believable.
Too often, however, boulders look as though a giant dropped them into the landscape with no regard

Figure 1: This jumble of stones is the antithesis of
the potential of the materials from which it’s made.
The lack of unity or of any sense of design leads
to discomfort on the part of the observer.
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Figure 2: This simple outcrop works because
the designer or installer was sensitive to the
grain, texture and color of the stones and how
they might appear in nature.
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Figure 3: Stones covered with moss or lichens take on the appearance of having
existed in place forever. Getting them to take root in new or newly placed stone
is one of the keys to establishing an appearance of age.

for a sense of unity or design (Figure 1).
That’s the wrong approach: Multiple
boulders should instead be thoughtfully
placed, with at least the bottom third
buried in the soil. The color and grain
should be similar so that several pieces appear to be merely part of an outcropping
(Figure 2). In addition, the angle of the
rocks should be similar.
This isn’t rocket science, but it does require thought and planning, especially
when large stones are involved. Think of
the material: Stone conveys a sense of
power because of its size and a feeling of
permanence and also because many cultures believe that spirits abide in it. This
combination of attributes is probably why

stone has frequently been used to create
prayer niches or altars by the roadside or
in the woods.
At the same time, stone conveys a sense
of age, particularly when it is somewhat
eroded and covered with lichens or moss
(Figure 3). Such stones are almost always
found in Oriental gardens, but you don’t
need to go to China or Japan to see them.
In fact, I believe that such stones can be
found almost anywhere in the world.
Near where I live in Ohio, for instance,
there’s a section of the Cuyahoga Valley
National Park called The Ledges. The
Ledges are huge,glacially striated and pockmarked rock outcrops that are covered
with lichen (Figure 4).

Figure 4: These distinctive, mountainous striations make an amazing impression
– one that might be translated to a smaller scale as part of a spectacular waterfall.
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Figure 5: The simple step of darkening new stones helps
them to appear much, much older. These steps and coping stones, for example, look ancient – even though the
park they’re in was built in 1939.
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Few watershapers would ever try to duplicate the grandeur
of The Ledges, but it should be possible to create, on a smaller
scale, similar effects through a study of the shapes, striations and
manner in which plant material (particularly ferns) are growing here. Such an outcrop could, under the right circumstances,
be the basis for a spectacular waterfall.
And of course, stone doesn’t have to be in a near-natural state
to play its role in a landscape or watershape. Old European gardens usually contain carved stone. Some stones are statues or
monuments; others serve as pedestals for statuary or urns.
Through the 17th and 18th centuries, English garden designers
commonly copied architectural elements of earlier Italian
Renaissance gardens, appropriating their stone arches, staircases and balustrades as well as their stone piers and columns used
as ornaments or as supports for pergolas.

The Effects of Age

Figure 6: Plants will take advantage of the slightest of opportunities to climb up the faces of rock walls. Working them
onto new walls gives an appearance of age – and adds considerably to their charm.

Figure 7: Planting Sempervivum on a new wall speeds the
development of an aged appearance. Rain will spread a stain
from the plants to the stone surfaces that will darken the
wall and lend it a quick dash of character.
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When you look at these traditional applications of stone – regardless of the period or culture – the richness, subtlety and
beauty of stone that has been in place for a long time is instantly apparent. No matter where it’s found or how it is used, stone
ages gracefully, and its presence lends an immediate sense of antiquity and tradition to any setting.
If you look carefully (and even not so carefully) at pieces of
old stone next to pieces of new stone, you will notice that no
piece of old stone is exactly like another and that each has blunt
edges. New stone tends to have an Industrial Age accuracy to it,
with its very even, sawn edges. Therefore, Step One in making
a new installation take on what I consider to be a desirable air
of antiquity might be to blunt all those new edges with a chisel
or some other tool of choice.
The other noticeable difference in old stone is color. The steps
and pond edging at the Hohenpark Killesberg, a public garden in Stuttgart,Germany,are very dark and look very old (Figure
5), even though the park only opened in 1939. The combination of weathering, dirty shoe soles and pollution all contribute
to that darkening. New stone is much brighter. This is an instance where dirt is truly useful, so in Step Two of the “aging”
process I rub it into new stone to begin the darkening process.
Under favorable conditions, old stone is also a magnet for
plant growth. Given the opportunity, plants will root anywhere
space is provided by crumbling mortar and a bit of moisture
(Figure 6). If you are using new stone to build a wall, Step Three
in the aging process calls for leaving gaps to sustain plant growth
– and, in shady settings, encouraging the growth of lichen and
moss either by transferring existing growth or by administering a buttermilk mixture to the stone.
In areas with little rainfall, succulents such as Sempervivum
can be planted into the wall (Figure 7). Over time, rain falling
on the foliage will create stains that color the wall. (Naturally,
you will need good drainage behind the wall to ensure its stability and the survival of its plants!)

The Walls Have It
Another approach to creating the illusion of age in stone is transferring or closely replicating the patterns of old stone construction.
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Figure 8: This new wall mimics the construction technique of ancient walls found all over England, making a strong, weathered
impression of having been around for centuries rather than years.
Figure 9: The techniques used in building this old
wall can easily be translated to modern projects –
right down to the detail of the stained clay cap.
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Stone conveys a sense of power because of its size and a feeling of permanence
and also because many cultures believe that spirits abide in it. This combination of
attributes is probably why stone has frequently been used to create prayer niches or
altars by the roadside or in the woods.
This, of course, requires both a familiarity with the work of artisans from
ages past as well as a keen eye for detail.
Just as designers gain ideas from the
study of nature, we also can learn from
carefully considering the ways of masons and builders of the past. These details are plentiful anywhere old buildings and gardens can be found – and
ideas you find in walls are among the
easiest to expropriate for use in a fresh
setting.
On a recent visit to a small, rural
English town, I saw a five-foot stone wall

that ran along the main street. This wall
had obviously been there for hundreds
of years. Just a few weeks later, I saw the
same wall, scaled back to a two-foot
height, on a street in a Toronto suburb
(Figure 8). Later that same afternoon,
I saw another wall in a similar style that
had been constructed in the early 1900s.
It’s quite apparent that the English who
settled Toronto in the 1700s brought
some construction techniques and styles
with them.
Of course, almost all of these old construction techniques can be adopted or

transferred directly to just about any setting by designers and builders willing to
study them and breathe new life into
them. Take an old wall I spotted in Italy
(Figure 9): This could be duplicated anywhere, right down to the detail of the
stained, clay-tile cap.
(Compare that to the newer wall seen
in Figure 10: It was constructed using the
same technique but with a new-looking
cap. If it had been capped with clay tile,
it would have been difficult to tell the age
of either wall.)
In the wall technique just discussed,

Figure 10: It’s startling how much newer this wall, with its crisp stone cap, looks than the older wall in Figure 9, made in much
the same way. Sensitivity to these details is crucial when your design goal is making a new wall look as though it’s been
there a long time.
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Figure 11: Was this stone meant to be exposed, or has an original layer
of plaster weathered away? It depends on whether the wall is new or very
old, I guess – but either way, it gives a strong impression of great age.
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When you look at the
traditional applications
of stone – regardless
of the period or culture –
the richness, subtlety
and beauty of stone that
has been in place for a
long time is instantly
apparent. Stone ages
gracefully, and its presence
lends an immediate sense
of antiquity and tradition
to any setting.

stone is definitely meant to be seen. It’s
hard to tell if that’s the case for the stone
in another wall I spotted nearby (Figure
11). This wall is at least 200 years old and
might be even older, given that parts of
the adjacent castle date from the 13th
Century. Perhaps the stone was originally
used as an aggregate for concrete that had
been plastered and evened into wall form.
Or was the stone meant to be exposed
as we now see it? Either way, it’s beautiful now – and reproducible!
As can be seen in the Italian wall with
its distinctive cap (Figure 9 on page 56),
a simple wall can become very interesting when the pattern at the top is unusual. With an approach as simple as standing every other stone on end instead of
laying it flat, a wall becomes crenelated
– and more interesting (Figure 12).

A Brief Start
Making new stone look old and therefore more interesting is something attainable by every contemporary designer
and installer. It offers watershapers, landscape professionals and architects the opportunity to call on the impressions made
by stonework found around the world and
across the ages – and all it takes to exploit
this heritage is seeing with open eyes.
And rest assured that the sampling seen
in the photographs accompanying this
article barely scratches the surface.
There’s much more to this discussion of
the uses of stone in landscapes,structures and
watershapes: In the next issue, we’ll pick up
this discussion with a few more details from
retaining walls and then look at stone details
found in walkways, steps and patios.

Figure 12: Beyond making walls look old, stone placements can be used to add immediate interest to garden features. Here,
for example, turning every other capstone on end creates a crenellation that makes the observer think of Medieval castles
and knights in shining armor.
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In Memoriam

James R. McNicol 1934-2001

I was deeply saddened when I learned that Jim McNicol passed away in April 2001. He had been
struggling with respiratory disease and other ailments for many months – and suffering far more,
I’m sure, than he would have ever let on to those around him.
He was a disciplined and creative thinker, and with his passing the industry has lost one of its true
innovators and most devoted, respected and admired teachers. For those of us who knew him, we
have all lost a good friend.
I knew Jim for more than 10 years, and he was among the first people we turned to when we were
framing WaterShapes’ content in its earliest stages. His column,“Things Electric,” ran in the magazine’s premiere issue in February 1999 and was there in every issue until his illness began to get the
better of him. It last appeared in January 2001.
Jim accomplished many things in his life, and his professional profile has been recounted in these
pages several times, most recently in January. Rather than retrace the steps of his remarkable career,
allow me to offer a brief personal remembrance:
Through the years, Jim and I shared many long conversations. Although we would usually begin with whatever article or column we were working on at the time, the topic of discussion invariably moved onto much broader terrain. On these occasions, he challenged and inspired me with insightful perspectives, and he always seemed delighted by the spirited exchange of ideas.
Jim was understandably proud of the things he knew, and I learned a great deal by listening to
what he had to say. He was a great conversationalist, and I consider myself fortunate to have spent
so much time in his company.
Although we were from different generations and very different backgrounds, our shared curiosity about the world around us proved a fertile, common ground for a friendship that I will always
cherish. It’s tough to say goodbye to such a good and admittedly unexpected friend, but I can say
with great certainty that, in my heart and elsewhere, Jim McNicol will be sorely missed.
– Eric Herman
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